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ct. Asymptotics arc obtained for the nurnbzx of m X 11 non-negative integer rnatriceci 
subject to the following constraints: (0 each row and each column sum is specified rind bound- 
ed, (ii) the cntrios are bounded, and (iii) a specified “sparse” set of entries must bc zero. The 
resul,t can be interpreted in texns of incidence miatrices for labeled digraphs. 
Let (nz X PI, z) be tile set of all nz X pa (0, 1) matrices with at most 
z zeroes in each row and column. Let I be an n2 long vector over 10, d] 
d let c be an )I long vector over [ 0, d] such that 22 Yi = 
n, z), let N(M, r, c, t) be the number of VI X n 
iii hij = 0 whenever “if = 0, 
(ii) 2Zj hij = q, and 
ii) x-h.. = c. Plj 1. 
y ?4(W) - k!(w) uni rmly for 0 E S2 ats f(W) -+ a” we mean 
= 0, 
nivenslty of C*3lifor 
‘(&~J,c}E ; (‘n(m x FAX [S,d]'" x [O,d]“) 
m,n=l 
Since f < min(md. nd), m -c = md JZ + m asf-, 00. Since z is 
xed, the forced zeroes in the rnatk*~ being counted become very sparse 
as f + 90. On the other hand, most f;:~* ries alp zero since the row and 
coiumn ~rns are bounded but m, v -*a *
Certain special cases have been d :,i t with previously. Let J be the 
YJ x IE matrix of all ones. O’Neil f 4 I’ i\r*- 2.3 J derived the theorem 
(with atli error estimate) for H(J, Y, c, 1) wf en d gaes to infinity stow- 
ly with n. (In the above theorem, d ust be fixed.) Everett and S 
derived the theorem for U(J, (r I”, (r }I”, t) as Al: + QQ. 
arious graphical enumetsation problems can be considered; for cx- 
a~nple, H(J--I, (d)“, (d)” , 1) is the number of Labeled, loopless, re- 
gufar, n-vertex digraphs of degree d when f is the n X n identity I 
phs *we related to :+ymmetric matrices and will be dealt 
ith in a Mer paper f 11. 
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t a set 6 of objects and a finite set T of properties be given. For 
let N2 (X) be the n mber of objects having at least the 
X and let M=(X) b the number wh ch, in addition, have 
NNN of the properties in T- AL 
Befine , 
P=(k) = N&x-), 
rXl=k 
We tJ.se Bonkrroni’s inequalities (gee [ 3, p. I 1 O] ) 
0) 
I / p=(k) -‘jif (- i)‘(‘;‘)s&+j 
i j=O 
to &mate P=(k) for small k. When k is laqge, we will use the estimate 
P,(k) Q Sk* 
To px~e the theorem we proceed 9s follows. Consider a set F af 
cardinality fafid tl?x ordered partitions 
where @iI = td and iCi/ = cj. The objects 0 ale all those permutations 
z in F such that n maps no elements of R, ink Ci whenever mij = 0. 
t is known that [4, Thm. 2.11 
&SIN a map Q, from permutations R to ypz X n matricxs (hii) by 
h, = ir&) f~ ($I. As n ranges over 0, rang over all matrices 
r, c, ~0) in a many-on ion. a simple counting 
e now defirce t
whgr&X?a.n (i, j) are such that nail = 
e a$Sreviate such a 
perties. We distinguish three cases: 
(I) alf k’s equal 2, the i’s are distinct, and the j’s are distinct, 
fll) aJf k’s equa!i 2,$tnd some i ctr some 8’ is repeated; and 
(III) xxne k > 3s. 
IA the con#ribu@ions f the three casies to SP by Si, s’,’ and s”f;‘, r~- 
speetiveljc. We wiiI show that if 14 is &x~pB~~d by some slowly growing 
function off, Qhen 
k33lif9imly. e wiIf also show that there c xkts a constant K such that 
for aI1 j. Using (f 9, we estimate P= (j] x2: s_‘;ow that most of the con- 
tribution is of Type (I). Using this tag{ %x with (2) and (3), we ctib- 
tain the theorem fix t = 1. When we USC (5) for large k and the farA 
that the major contribution is from pc*lnu.tations with only Type ii) 
prc3pertieti, weobtain he theorem for > 1 I 
Before proceeding we reduce the proof to the case in which no rl OF 
Cj k ZCW. LH I* tild 8’ de.nMe I and c with the zeroes queezed out 
and letikf" denote’ with the corresponding rows and colum 
rc, c, t) = k&M*, t* . c*, t). The theorem gives the samp: es& 
nsz*tes for both of these S&C: f = f *, a = a* and b = b* . Hence we can 
or each of the “(i, j) = 
#r the domain and value of 
$! r 
-J Ifd!)” t&f+yj-]’ cf--2@--l. 
. --u 
Since f = Z: q n, the bracketed expression isbounded when 
u = o%j). Thus Z$” =o!j!ftc!) when tl is bounded by some slowly growjgg 
function off By (2), sir = o(&+~ 9. 
The argument for $i is similar. We have (X) < (d!)“” cf- 2u)! 
and at most 
choices for X, where ktU, =: k(k- 1) . . . (k-u + 1). Since 
F-I:,, Q P(l-(I-u/krJ)=O(k%*/k) 
when rr/k is srnd , it follows that SIi = o(S&!). 
We can express Z$ as a sum of permanents odn matrices Y(X) defined 
s follows. Let N’(X) be thefX f (0, l j matrix with blocks Gf zeroes 
at Ri X Cj whenever nzjj = 0 or “(, j) = 2” is in X. N(x) is obtained 
from N”(x) by deleting two rows in Ri and two columns in Cj when- 
ever “(i, j) = 2” is In X Then 
the sum ranging over all X of Type (I) and cardinality u and the product 
over at! “(i, 1) = 2” in X. By [4, Thm. 2.13, 
perm N% m cf_ k)! e-L/%&~“) 
niformly for u bounded by 50 
equaling the number of zeroes 
ion off and 4, 
e have 
‘Ihe wrn is bounded above by 
c1 
~j(~j--l> 
and Bdw by 
#-leaIce s;, - f! e-l? a”. 
To prwe (5) it suffices to note that 
use Stirli~~g’s apg3roximation forj!, and ripply (2)- 
ayl&s theoreltf with ren;ai~;.&z~ for ti and letting s + * WW- 
ly jin I 1 j, we obtain from ( 1) and (4 ), 
(k) - S, e-’ t&/k! 
unifonnl:7 when k is ‘bounded by som : slowly growing function of fi 
e obtain the theorem for t = 1 by sf: ~:ing k = 0 in (6) and usin 
ow suppose t 3 2. Let Pf, (k) dencb: e z: N,- ( #, where the sum ex- 
tends over all sets X of Type (I) ;ind CL rdlAity k. Cfetily, 
P=(k)> P:(k)& P,(k)-(S; +S’) 
2nd so by (4) and Er6), 
P:(k) - So e*+ aklk! 
is bounded by some slowly growing function of $ 
9 
y slowly with f. 
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(s;G + S;l’)(d!)” +c Sk(dQk 
k>t 
~~~bi~in~ (7) d (a), we obtain the the- 
eferences 
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